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2 THESSALONIANS 2 
COMMENTARY 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

1 Now we request you, brethren, with regard to the coming of our Lord Yeshua 
the Messiah and our gathering together to Him, 2 that you not be quickly shaken 
from your composure or be disturbed either by a spirit or a message or a letter as 
if from us, to the effect that the day of the Lord has come. 
 
2:1 Much of what is covered in 2 Thessalonians ch. 2 is a reiteration of things that were 

discussed in 1 Thessalonians (1 Thessalonians 5:1-11 in particular), but likely also of oral 
instruction which Paul delivered to the Thessalonicans (v. 5). While it can be easier to 
diagnose what the overlap of content is that needs to be considered, there is also the 
interjection of additional content, which leads various schools of interpreters in different 
directions. Leon Morris is right to indicate how for Paul, “Our big difficulty in interpreting 
what he says is the fact that it is a supplement to his oral preaching. He and his 
correspondents both knew what he had said when he was in Thessalonica.”1 There are also 
some ideological divides to be considered, in how the interjection of new material in 
association with the return of the Messiah, has led some examiners to conclude that the 
letter of 2 Thessalonians is Deutero-Pauline. 

The main focus of vs. 1-11 is to specify a series of events that must precede the return of 
the Lord. Gordon D. Fee acknowledges, “The Day not only will be preceded by certain events, 
but also the events surrounding it will simply be too visible for any of them to miss it when 
it comes.”2 What the events are which are to be anticipated, what they mean and/or 
symbolize, and how soon they will occur in history or if they have largely already occurred 
in history—ask a great deal of questions among not only many of today’s evangelical 
Christians, but also Messianic Believers. Vs. 1-11 are most especially important to 
understand and consider in a Messianic community where end-time speculation, hype, 
paranoia, and sensationalism can run rampant. 

The key eschatological instruction issued from Paul regards, “Concerning the coming 
of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered to him, we ask you, brothers and sisters...” 
(TNIV). Those who advocate a pre-tribulation rapture commonly argue that the Messiah’s 
Second Coming and the gathering of Believers to meet Him, are two separate events. Does 

 
1 Morris, 213. 
2 Fee, pp 269-270. 
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the source text of v. 1 support this? It says tēs parousias tou Kuriou hēmōn Iēsou Christou kai 
hēmōn episunagōgēs ep’ auton. Would it at all make any logical sense for the Second Coming, 
which pre-tribulationists commonly argue occurs at the end of the seven-year Tribulation, 
to be mentioned first—and only then for a pre-tribulational gathering to meet the Messiah, 
to be mentioned second? If a pre-tribulational gathering of the saints were in view, it would 
have made far more sense for Paul to list it first. If the Second Coming and the gathering of 
the saints are all part of the same event—as the Greek source text of v. 1 makes clear—then 
it is given in a post-tribulational context. 

More to the point, to be considered, is how the verb form of episunagōgē, “gathering,” 
which is episunagō, actually appears in Matthew 24:31: “And He will send forth His angels 
with A GREAT TRUMPET and THEY WILL GATHER TOGETHER [episunagō] His elect from the four 
winds, from one end of the sky to the other” (cf. Mark 13:27). This gathering, which is safely 
assumed to be the same gathering mentioned here in v. 1, notably occurs “after the 
tribulation of those days” (Matthew 24:29). But it does not end there, because various 
commentators3 have been able to note how the gathering of the saints, into the clouds to 
meet the Messiah at His return, is itself connected to the final regathering of Israel 
anticipated by the Prophets, something which goes beyond the return from Babylonian exile 
(i.e., Isaiah 56:8; Jeremiah 31:8). 

The timing of the gathering of the saints to meet Yeshua is obviously post-
tribulational; no one can argue that with the gathering of the saints directly tied to the 
restoration of Israel’s Kingdom, that this is something independent of it. Similarly, it has to 
be observed that when Yeshua told Peter, “upon this rock I will build My [assembly]” 
(Matthew 16:18), that the verb oikodomēsō appearing in the source text, a first person future 
active indicative, appears in the Septuagint in some key places describing the restoration of 
Israel (Jeremiah 31:4; 33:7; cf. Psalm 89:4). The assembly that Yeshua came to restore was 
hardly a new ekklēsia of chosen, but rather a restored Kingdom of Israel brought to fruition 
in the Messiah’s work, and certainly enlarged to incorporate the righteous from the nations. 

2:2 Paul’s direction to the Thessalonicans, about the return of the Messiah and 
gathering of the saints, continues, as he says, “not to be quickly shaken in mind or excited, 
either by spirit or by word, or by letter purporting to be from us, to the effect that the day of 
the Lord has come” (RSV). There are some important statements made here regarding the 
spiritual life of not only the Ancient Thessalonicans, but also those who seek to properly 
apply Paul’s teaching in a modern setting. A reader should be able to see parallels between v. 
2 and Yeshua’s own teaching, “You will be hearing of wars and rumors of wars. See that you 
are not frightened, for those things must take place, but that is not yet the end” (Matthew 
24:6; cf. Mark 13:7). 

In having to clarify that events had to precede the return of the Messiah, Paul 
definitely had to tell many of the Thessalonicans, “not to become easily unsettled or 

 
3 Wanamaker, 238; Green, pp 301-302; Witherington, 1 and 2 Thessalonians, 213. 
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alarmed” (NIV), “not to be easily shaken in your thinking or anxious” (CJB), or “to keep your 
heads and not be thrown off your balance” (Phillips New Testament). While these more 
dynamic equivalency renderings of the first clause of v. 24 are understandable to some 
degree, there are multiple ways that the following admonition, dia pneumatos, has been 
viewed. One of the agencies by which the Thessalonicans, or anybody for that matter, can be 
disturbed about the return of the Lord, can be “by a spirit” (NASU). Many interpreters take 
this to be akin to “some prophecy” (NIV), given the admonition about the Thessalonicans 
not despising prophetic words (1 Thessalonians 5:20). Certainly, false prophetic words and 
predictions could have been issued during the Thessalonicans’ times of worship. So, 
concurrent with this, there is no reason why such “spiritual influence” (Kingdom New 
Testament) cannot similarly be regarded as confusing, demonic forces that the 
Thessalonicans needed to be on guard against. 

How much of the potential confusion that the Thessalonicans were facing, or at least 
some of them were facing, could have occurred because of misunderstandings between the 
future resurrection of the dead versus common Hellenistic ideas about the afterlife? Pauline 
teaching would have included various emphases on realized eschatology, where the 
essential reality of future events can be experienced among God’s people, before such events 
fully take place. There is debate among some interpreters on how to render the perfect 
active indicative enestēken, appearing in the final clause of v. 2: “to the effect that the day of 
the Lord has come [enestēken].” Normally, the perfect tense regards events that have 
occurred in the past with continuing effects. While rendered as “at hand” in the KJV or “is 
already here” in the NRSV, “has come” (RSV/NASU/ESV) is deliberately incorporative 
enough to recognize that some Thessalonicans were likely not convinced that a wide 
number of end-time events were behind them, but instead were soon to occur. 

More detectable from v. 2, is how there is the explicit warning for the Thessalonicans 
to beware of “a message or a letter as if from us.” This would indicate that there were other 
letters circulating in Thessalonica, perhaps even in Paul’s own name or reporting to include 
statements made by Paul, about the end-times. With such forgeries and false reports 
present, vs. 1-11, but vs. 2-4 specifically, lay out some things that must occur before the 
return of the Lord. The need for a written instruction, like that of 2 Thessalonians, would be 
most imperative. Gene L. Green astutely states, “In order to guard against the falsification of 
his letters, which had been composed with the aid of an amanuensis [or secretary], Paul 
included a final greeting as a sign of authenticity (3.17)...The source of a false prophecy or 
preaching would have been evident, but a letter could be forged.”5 

That there was some sort of written misinformation, at least associated with the name 
of Paul or presumed statements by him, can be concluded from v. 2. Ben Witherington III 
observes, “If he believed that the misunderstanding came from his previous letter, he would 

 
4 Grk. eis to mē tacheōs saleuthēnai humas apo tou noos mēde throeisthai. 
5 Green, 304. 
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have sought simply to make clearer what he had said before, not alluded to three possible 
sources of misunderstanding.”6 Of course, it is likely that there were indeed forged letters 
circulating in Paul’s name, or letters with falsified statements claiming to be from Paul, that 
could have arisen from various persons misunderstanding the content of 1 Thessalonians. 
Vs. 3-4 following provide specific examples that the Thessalonicans would have to consider, 
to evaluate whether or not the Day of the Lord had occurred, or was even in the process of 
occurring. 
 

 
3 Let no one in any way deceive you, for it will not come unless the apostasy comes 
first, and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the son of destruction, 4 who 
opposes and exalts himself above every so-called god or object of worship, so that 
he takes his seat in the temple of God, displaying himself as being God. 
 
2:3 Some readers, of 1&2 Thessalonians together, have seen a contradiction between 1 

Thessalonians 5:1-11 and the emphasis that the Thessalonicans did not need to be told that 
much about the coming of the Lord, and what is specifically recorded in vs. 3-4 about certain 
events to transpire before it. This has caused various liberals to regard the Epistle of 2 
Thessalonians as Deutero-Pauline, written a generation or so after the life of the Apostle, in 
Paul’s name, to address a similar situation as that witnessed in 1 Thessalonians. But, rather 
than 2 Thessalonians being Deutero-Pauline—supposedly to address a new issue and in 
significant contradiction with 1 Thessalonians—the easiest explanation for the material in 
vs. 3-4 is that Paul’s slightly open-ended remarks in 1 Thessalonians needed some 
clarification and tightening up. And, it is entirely possible that Paul had already orally 
spoken to the Thessalonicans about the apostasy, revealing of the antimessiah/antichrist, 
and Abomination of Desolation. If there had been any forged letters in his name, or 
purported teachings from him, an authorized transcription from Paul would have been 
needed. 

Among more conservative interpreters of 2 Thessalonians, to be sure, there are 
differences between the varied pre-millennial views, which largely approach these verses 
as being futuristic—and then more preterist or less-than-literal views, which are likely to 
interpret things like the Temple or seat as not regarding any kind of future Temple in 
Jerusalem.7 The significant majority of people in today’s broad Messianic community, 
including myself, are pre-millennialists—in that we consider the events detailed in vs. 3-11 
to be largely futuristic, to occur before Yeshua’s Millennial reign. There are to be certain, 
though, some different perspectives on the specifics how the events will transpire. 

Paul opens his instruction on events to occur with the word, “Let no one deceive you by 
any means; for that Day will not come unless the falling away comes first” (NKJV). The actual 

 
6 Witherington, 1 and 2 Thessalonians, 214. 
7 Cf. Marshall, 1 and 2 Thessalonians, pp 190-192; Bruce, 1&2 Thessalonians, pp 170-171. 
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Greek term of interest is apostasia, which often means, “defiance of established system or 
authority, rebellion, abandonment, breach of faith” (BDAG).8 Notable usages of apostasia 
appear in the Septuagint, which in various degrees detail an abandonment of faith against 
the God of Israel and His ways: 

 
“God even God is the Lord, and God even God himself knows, and Israel he shall know; if 
we have transgressed before the Lord by apostasy [apostasia; Heb. mered; rebellion, 
NASU], let him not deliver us this day” (Joshua 22:22, LXE). 
 
“[A]nd all the vessels which king Achaz polluted in his reign, in his apostasy [apostasia; 
Heb. verb ma’al; unfaithfulness, NASU], we have prepared and purified: behold, they are 
before the altar of the Lord” (2 Chronicles 29:19, LXE). 
 
“Thine apostasy [apostasia; Heb. ra’ah; wickedness, NASU] shall correct thee, and thy 
wickedness shall reprove thee: know then, and see, that thy forsaking me has been bitter 
to thee, saith the Lord thy God; and I have taken no pleasure in thee, saith the Lord thy 
God” (Jeremiah 2:19, LXE). 
 
“Then the king's officers who were enforcing the apostasy [apostasia] came to the city of 
Modein to make them offer sacrifice” (1 Maccabees 2:15). 
 
A notable usage of apostasia in the Greek Apostolic Scriptures appears in Acts 21:21, 

where Paul is falsely accused of telling the Jews to “forsake Moses,” or “apostasy from Moses 
thou dost teach” (YLT). Its related verb form aphistēmi, is used in Hebrews 3:12: “Take care, 
brethren, that there not be in any one of you an evil, unbelieving heart that falls away 
[aphistēmi] from the living God.” 

Yeshua the Messiah Himself spoke of those who would deny or abandon the faith, in 
Matthew 24:10-12, “At that time many will fall away [Grk. verb skandalizō]9 and will betray 
one another and hate one another. Many false prophets will arise and will mislead many. 
Because lawlessness is increased, most people's love will grow cold.” Paul himself would 
further elaborate, “But the Spirit explicitly says that in later times some will fall away 
[aphistēmi] from the faith, paying attention to deceitful spirits and doctrines of demons” (1 
Timothy 4:1; cf. 2 Timothy 3:1-5). Early Christian teaching from a document like the late 
First Century/early Second Century Didache, also summarizes some of the Biblical 
perspectives on apostasy before the return of the Lord, certainly paralleling the content of 
vs. 3-4: 

“For in the last days false prophets and corrupters shall be multiplied, and the sheep 
shall be turned into wolves, and love shall be turned into hate; for when lawlessness 
increaseth, they shall hate and persecute and betray one another, and then shall appear the 

 
8 BDAG, 120. 
9 “to make to stumble, give offence to any one” (LS, 731). 
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world-deceiver as Son of God, and shall do signs and wonders, and the earth shall be 
delivered into his hands, and he shall do iniquitous things which have never yet come to 
pass since the beginning” (Didache 16:3-4).10 

While a version like the NASU renders apostasia understandably as “apostasy,” other 
modern versions tend to employ “rebellion” (RSV/NIV/NRSV/ESV). Viewing the term 
apostasia from the vantage point of “rebellion,” does have some validity and prior usage 
(Josephus Life 43), as such rebellion would necessarily involve the arrival of the 
antimessiah/antichrist, the single person who is the most defiant against God. Morris is a 
commentator who favors the rendering “rebellion” for apostasia, explaining, 

“The term rendered ‘falling away’ more properly signifies ‘rebellion.’ It is used, for 
example, of political rebellions and military rebellions. The characteristic thought of the 
Bible is that God rules. Thus the word is appropriate for a rebellion against His rule. In a 
way I suppose ‘falling away’ points to this sort of thing. It includes the idea of forsaking 
one’s former allegiance. But the expression is too negative to bring out the thought at all 
adequately.”11 

There is a prominent view among many, but notably not all, pre-tribulationists, in that 
the apostasia spoken of in v. 3, is actually thought to be the pre-tribulation rapture. A 
definite example of this is witnessed in Kenneth S. Wuest’s specialty translation of the New 
Testament, as he renders v. 2 with, “Do not begin to allow anyone to lead you astray in any 
way, because that day shall not come except the aforementioned departure [of the Church to 
heaven] comes first and the man of lawless is disclosed [his true identity].”12 A pre-
tribulationist like John F. Walvoord, noting the different meanings of apostasia, has to leave 
things a bit open-ended: 

“The first thing that is mentioned is ‘the falling away,’ and the word translated literally 
is ‘the apostasy,’ which means a falling away or a departure in a doctrinal sense...Paul is 
writing them, then, that this day of the Lord cannot come until there is a widespread 
departure from the true faith in God. Some have understood this ‘departure’ to be the 
departure of the church itself—that is, the rapture. If so, it would definitely place the 
rapture before the tribulation. Most expositors have understood it as doctrinal departure, 
that is, apostasy.”13 

Thomas L. Constable is one pre-tribulationist who disregards the view that the 
apostasia is actually the pre-tribulation rapture: 

“This is a revolt, a departure, an abandoning of a position once held. This rebellion, 
which will take place within the professing church, will be a departure from the truth that 

 
10 BibleWorks 8.0: Ante-Nicene Fathers. 
11 Morris, pp 218-219. 
12 Kenneth S. Wuest, trans., The New Testament: An Expanded Translation (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1961), 

486. 
13 Walvoord, 74; cf. Tim LaHaye, ed., Tim LaHaye Prophecy Study Bible, KJV (Chattanooga: AMG Publishers, 

2000), 1292 which similarly has to leave things a bit open-ended. 
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God has revealed in His Word....Some interpreters have taken this ‘departure’ as a reference 
to the Rapture of the church...but this is not too probable.”14 

Other than the general expectation of the prophesied apostasy involving an 
abandonment of God’s truth and the salvation of Yeshua (vs. 10-12), there are no real 
specific details that are given to us in the Holy Scriptures regarding the cause of what is to 
occur. One should legitimately expect, of course, a high rise in sin and grossly evil behavior. 

As we look at v. 3 as Twenty-First Century Messianics, what might be some of the 
causes of this coming apostasy that should disturb, if not frighten us? While there are 
aspects of this apostasy which will surely involve a steady erosion of Biblical ethics and 
morality, and people disregarding foundational instructions like the Ten Commandments—
how much of this apostasy will be spearheaded by more and more people treating the Holy 
Scriptures as myths and fairy tales? How much of the apostasy coming will be related to 
reliability and historicity issues pertaining to the Biblical record, and will even be coupled 
with scientific criticisms against the Bible? These are issues, which while certainly 
dominating much of today’s evangelical Christian apologetics, are things which too many of 
today’s Messianic Believers avoid. In the future, if they are at all related to the rise of 
apostasy—we will not be able to avoid them. The apostasy coming is perhaps the most 
frightening of all of the end-time signs, for the precise reason that unlike other signs—it 
involves a massive rebellion of many purported Believers, and it is something that the 
people of God can help prevent in the lives of many in the Body of Messiah. 

Subsequent to the apostasy taking place will be the arrival of “the man of lawlessness,” 
ho anthrōpos tēs anomias. (This is rendered by the CJB as “the man who separates himself 
from Torah,” and is discussed further on for vs. 7-8.) He is also labeled as “the son of 
destruction” or “the son of perdition” (RSV), ho huios tēs apōleias, which is also a title given 
to Judas Iscariot (John 17:12). Most frequently in evangelical Christian eschatology, he is 
known as the antichrist, and subsequently for Messianics, the antimessiah. 

2:4 The arrival of the figure of lawlessness is coupled by Paul with the expectation, 
“who opposes and exalts himself above every so-called god or object of worship, so that he 
takes his seat in the temple of God, displaying himself as being God.” This is approached 
quite differently between pre-millennialists who affirm some level of future fulfillment, 
and others who look at this event having taken place in the First Century C.E. or who think 
that a precise meaning is widely unknowable for the modern reader. 

What readers should not dismiss for v. 4, is that the language of a figure opposed to 
God, entering into His Temple, and displaying himself as some kind of divinity—is surely 
rooted within past events that occurred in Jewish history.15 The language of past events is 
used as a basis to describe future events. And, this should not be too surprising, as Daniel 
9:27 speaks of “the overspreading of abominations” (KJV), a good indication that the 

 
14 Constable, in BKCNT, 718. 
15 Cf. Craig S. Keener, The IVP Bible Background Commentary: New Testament (Downers Grove, IL: 

InterVarsity, 1993), 601. 
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ultimate Abomination of Desolation referred to by Yeshua the Messiah (Matthew 24:15), 
will already have had various preceding events of a similar nature. While the events of the 
Maccabean crisis of the mid-Second Century B.C.E. should immediately come to mind, 
within the First Century C.E. itself we should be aware of how the Emperor Gaius (Caligula) 
attempted to set up a statue of himself in the Jerusalem Temple, in 40 (Philo On the Embassy 
to Gaius 203-346; Josephus Antiquities of the Jews 18.261-301), but was unsuccessful. If he had 
been successful, then the Jewish revolt of the late 60s C.E. could have started two decades 
earlier! 

The language of the antimessiah/antichrist opposing the One True God is mainly 
rooted within a diverse series of prophetic words describing figures which have opposed 
Him. Daniel 7:25 says, “He will speak out against the Most High and wear down the saints of 
the Highest One.” Words which likely regarded Antiochus Epiphanes, who saw to the 
desecration of the Second Temple during the Maccabean crisis (Daniel 8:25; 11:36), can be 
easily applied to the personality of this ultimate figure of lawlessness. Also to be considered 
can be the description given of the King of Tyre, and his claim to exalt himself over the God 
of all (Ezekiel 28:1-10). And, it cannot be overlooked how v. 4 implies that this figure will not 
only claim to be superior to the God of Israel, who is the only God—but also all of the world’s 
false gods and goddesses. 

Different views regarding the identity of “the man of lawlessness,” especially between 
preterists who afford v. 4 a past fulfillment, and pre-millenialists, who look to him being the 
culmination of all major political and religious figures who have opposed God before, are 
seen in commentaries on 2 Thessalonians.16 The former often regard “the man of 
lawlessness” to likely be related to the fall of Jerusalem in 70 C.E. to the Romans,17 with the 
latter regarding him to be the future antimessiah/antichrist. 

Those who have tried to argue for an interpretation, other than a literal Abomination 
of Desolation occurring on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem in the future—especially those 
who may think that some kind of figurative or metaphorical abomination involving either 
the people of God or the Heavenly Temple—have been at a considerable loss with details. 
Only a literal abomination, involving a cessation of a restored Levitical priesthood and 
animal sacrifices (Daniel 9:27; 12:11; Matthew 24:15), can really work and do justice to the 
descriptions given. Charles A. Wanamaker is one interpreter whose words are quite 
noticeable, in terms of what a non-futuristic fulfillment of v. 4 can do to a reader: 

“Much of the language found in various Jewish and Christian apocalypses from the 
period is highly symbolic and does not purport to be prophetic. 2 Thes 2:3f., however, reads 
like prophecy about historical events to come, and it is almost certain that this is how Paul 
and his readers would have understood it. The passage can no longer be understood as valid, 

 
16 Bruce, 1&2 Thessalonians, pp 179-187 does provide an interesting historical overview on the identity of the 

antimessiah/antichrist in early Christian history. 
17 Cf. Wright, 148. 
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since the temple was destroyed in AD 70 without the manifestation of the person of 
lawlessness or the return of Christ occurring.”18 

Because Wanamaker legitimately recognizes the literal fulfillment of vs. 3-4, and since 
he believes they should have been fulfilled in 70 C.E. and it did not take place, all he does is 
think that it is not really too valid. Perhaps there is a meaning for modern readers of vs. 3-4 
that eludes them, because they are not the Thessalonicans to whom Paul originally wrote. 
What cannot be disregarded is how someone like the Second Century Christian apologist 
Irenaeus, actually recognized a futuristic fulfillment of 2 Thessalonians 2:3-4: 

“But when this Antichrist shall have devastated all things in this world, he will reign 
for three years and six months, and sit in the temple at Jerusalem; and then the Lord will 
come from heaven in the clouds, in the glory of the Father, sending this man and those who 
follow him into the lake of fire; but bringing in for the righteous the times of the kingdom” 
(Against Heresies 5.30.4).19 

The Abomination of Desolation is stated by Yeshua to be a main sign that His return 
will be drawing near (Matthew 24:15; cf. Daniel 9:27; 12:11). While it is useful to be informed 
as to a history of interpretation among examiners over the centuries, what is more 
important to be aware of is that the Messiah’s return, and Paul’s words in 2 Thessalonians 
2:2-3, did not occur in the First Century C.E. with the fall of Jerusalem to the Romans. While 
there are events in past history that surely are important to consider, as they will to a wide 
degree be repeated in the time immediately before Yeshua’s Second Coming—one would be 
at a considerable loss to think that the bulk of end-time events are actually behind us in past 
history. 

We know that there are groups and Jewish associations in Israel today who support the 
reconstruction of the Temple, and the reestablishment of the Levitical priesthood and 
animal sacrifices. Many of them claim to have all of the elements of an operating priesthood 
ready, as soon as the State of Israel and Rabbinical authorities are granted a piece of the 
Temple Mount. These things, to some degree, would need to be in place in order for a future 
Abomination of Desolation to occur. 

Will the event described by the Apostle Paul occur in a rebuilt Temple? Paul does say 
that the antimessiah/antichrist “takes his seat in the temple of God,” ton naon tou Theou. 
There are some people in today’s Messianic community, perhaps thinking that the 
Abomination of Desolation will occur sooner rather than later, who are of the opinion that 
all which will be needed is a sacrificial altar. This seems to be far too minimalistic given the 
tenor of what 2 Thessalonians 2:4 communicates. At the very least, what one would expect, 
would be a new Tabernacle operating on the Temple Mount in order for the Abomination of 
Desolation to occur, with some kind of Temple construction having started. Still, what we 
also must consider is what the reaction of many claiming Christians will be, witnessing 

 
18 Wanamaker, 248. 
19 BibleWorks 8.0: Schaff, Early Church Fathers. 
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animal sacrifices offered by the Jews. Many of them are likely to consider it an abomination and 
an affront to the sacrifice of Jesus. Not enough will temper their emotions, with at least the 
thought that the animal sacrifices of the Second Temple occurred for forty years after His 
ascension into Heaven—and the Apostles never once considered it some kind of an 
“abomination.” They may have considered it a memorial to Yeshua’s final sacrifice, but they 
did not consider animals offered to the Lord by their fellow Jews to be an affront to the 
Messiah’s own offering of Himself.20 

When we consider the specific admonitions of vs. 3-4, what do they mean for our 
Messianic faith community, and its future development? We have no shortage of people in 
our ranks who will make claims about the return of the Messiah, events in Israel, World 
War III, global government, etc. Yet, how great does the anticipated apostasy need to be? 
What about the reconstruction of the Temple and subsequent Abomination of Desolation? 
What are the events beyond our control—and the events which can be affected by our 
control? 
 

 
5 Do you not remember that while I was still with you, I was telling you these 
things? 6 And you know what restrains him now, so that in his time he will be 
revealed. 
 
2:5-6 Paul asks the Thessalonicans, “Do you not remember that while I was still with 

you, I was telling you these things?” (v. 5), which should be taken as an indicator that much 
of the material seen in vs. 1-11, detailing events that are to transpire before the Second 
Coming of the Messiah, are those which he had already orally spoken about to them. 

One of the most elusive components of the emergence of the antimessiah/antichrist is 
stated in v. 6 to involve, “And you know what restrains him now, so that in his time he will 
be revealed.” Paul speaks of some sort of restraining force or influence, seen in the present 
active participle katechon, that is to be removed at the point when the 
antimessiah/antichrist comes onto the scene. 

Advocates of the pre-tribulation rapture most commonly argue that the restrainer or 
restraining influence is the Holy Spirit, occupying the hearts of Believers. They think that 
when the pre-tribulation rapture occurs, that this Holy Spirit restraining influence on the 
world will be removed, and subsequently the antimessiah/antichrist can reveal himself. 
This runs into a real problem when coupled with other passages in the Apostolic Scriptures, 
which speak of the Tribulation saints and the war that the antimessiah will wage against 
them (i.e., Revelation 13:7). Although it is quite obvious: a true saint must have the Holy 
Spirit in his or her heart. It does not make a great deal of theological sense for the Holy 

 
20 For some worthwhile discussion, consult the author’s commentary Hebrews for the Practical Messianic, 

and its many connections between the sacrifice of Yeshua and the animal sacrifices of the Torah. 
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